76	SYNTAX
The function of a defining relative clause is to limit the
application of the antecedent; where that is already precise,
a defining clause is not wanted. The limitation can be
effected in more than one way, according to the nature of
the antecedent. As a rule, the antecedent gives us a class
to select from, the defining clause enables us to make the
selection. Thus in our first example the antecedent leaves
us to select from the general class of 'men', the defining
clause fixes the particular man (presumably the only man,
or the only man that would occur in the connexion) 'who
c.alled yesterday'. Sometimes, however, the functions of the
two are reversed. When we have an antecedent with a
superlative, or other word of exclusive or comprehensive
meaning, such as ' all', ' only',' any', we know already how
to make our selection, and only wait for the relative clause
to tell us from what class to make it. We know that we are
to choose 4 the best novel': the relative clause limits us to
the works of Trollope. We are to choose t any man' we like,
provided (says our relative clause) that he * knows three words
of Greek'. In either case, the work of definition is done by
the exclusion (implied in the relative clause) of persons or
tilings that the antecedent by itself might be taken to include.
The point to notice is that, whichever way the defining
clause does its work, it is essential to and inseparable from
its antecedent. If for any reason we wish to get rid of it, we
can only do so by embodying its contents in the antecedent:
'The man in Paris with whom I correspond* must become
1 My Paris correspondent'. To remove the clause altogether
is to leave the antecedent with either no meaning or a wrong
one. Even in such extreme cases as 'the wisest man that
ever lived \' the meanest flower that blows', where the defining
clause may seem otiose and therefore detachable, we might
claim that future wise men, and past and future flowers, are
excluded; but we shall better realize the writer's intention
if we admit that these clauses are only a pretence of limita-

